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Q Cyg is an old fast nova (t3 � 11 d) whih reahed V = 3m at the maximum of the1876 outburst. In quiesene after the outburst (V � 15m) this objet has been revealedto show large-amplitude modulations, whih are alled \stunted" outbursts by Honeyuttet al. (1998, and see referenes therein for earlier studies on this behavior). Honeyutt(2001) listed that the mean amplitude, the typial spaing, and the mean full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of outbursts are 1:m0, about 200 d, and 24 d, respetively.Although � 10 old novae other than Q Cyg is now known to exhibit suh \stunted"outbursts (Honeyutt 2001), the mehanism is still a mystery. To investigate the aretiondisk in outburst, we arried out time-resolved photometry during an outburst in 1994,deteted by T. Vanmunster (private ommuniation).We made the observations at Ouda Station, Kyoto University. A 60-m reetor (foallength = 4:8 m) and a CCD amera (Thomson TH 7882, 576 � 384 pixels with on-hip2 � 2 binning) attahed to the Cassegrain fous were used (for more information of theinstruments, see Ohtani et al. 1992). We adopted a Johnson V -band interferene �lter.Table 1 gives the journal of the observations. After standard de-biasing and at �eld-ing, the frames were proessed by a miroomputer-based aperture photometry pakagedeveloped by one of the authors (TK).The magnitudes of the objet were measured relative to a loal standard star, Q Cyg{31(V = 13:375, B�V = +0:754) in Henden and Honeyutt (1997). Helioentri orretionsto observed times were applied before the following analysis. Relative magnitudes betweenthe omparison star and a loal �eld star were measured to on�rm the onstany of theomparison star within 0:m04 during our runs and to alulate the errors listed in Table 1.The long-term light urve derived from our observations of this outburst is drawn inFigure 1. This is of a typial deline shape of outburst in Q Cyg, while the deline rate of0.07 mag d�1 is a little large for this star (f. Honeyutt et al. 1998). In our observations,we ould not detet any short-term periodi modulations, suh as superhumps and quasi-period osillations (QPOs), in a period range of 0.002{0.2 d.
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Figure 1. Light urve of Q Cyg between 1994 July 10 and 22

Figure 2. The deep dip observed on 1994 July 10
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Table 1: The observation summaryDate HJD HJD Exposure Error2 Mean N4start1 end1 time (s) V mag31994 July 10 49544.098 49544.200 300 0.03 1.038 1715 49548.987 49549.106 100 0.03 1.398 8716 49550.096 49550.132 180 0.03 1.461 1617 49551.029 49551.131 90 0.05 1.553 8218 49551.966 49552.130 90 0.05 1.580 13420 49554.003 49554.255 90 0.05 1.609 14921 49554.961 49555.269 90 0.05 1.628 23022 49555.975 49556.059 100 0.14 1.605 471 HJD� 24000002 Nominal error for 1 point3 Magnitude relative to a loal standard star (V = 13:375)4 Number of frames

The most remarkable feature in our data is a deep dip (4m ' 0:65) with a duration ofabout 1 hour observed on 1997 July 10 (Figure 2). We examined the original images torejet the possibilities of e�ets of louds and other natural/arti�ial fators and ensuredthe existene of the dip. Although two similar dips were deteted in Q Cyg by Honeyuttet al. (1998), the dip in the present data seems to have a di�erent nature than those dipsbeause of two reasons: 1) the duration was quite di�erent (1 hour versus several-tens ofdays), and 2) the dip in our data ourred in a bright phase, but those dips were observedin \quiesene", following two separate outbursts.This may be an elipse of the aretion disk by the seondary star. This interpretationis, however, not plausible, sine the low inlination angle is implied by the fat that anyorbital feature has never been deteted in spite of the long observational history of this oldnova. There is another possibility of an elipse by the third body, although its orbit maybe needed to be more inlined from the orbital surfae of the primary and the seondarystars and the duration may be too short. The third possibility is a transient inreaseof absorption by mass sporadially ejeted (f. BZ Cam, Ringwald & Naylor 1998; ATCn, Nogami et al. 1999). To solve this diÆult problem and to understand the natureof the osillations in old novae, we would enourage extensive time-series photometry andspetrosopy to seek for orbital feature and an evidene of mass ejetion.We thank Mr. Maehara and Mr. Baba for kind helping our observations at OudaStation.
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